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Epiphany, capital E, refers to the visit of the Three Wise Men to the baby Jesus. But the word epiphany (lower case “e”) is a moment of revelation, a sudden insight or “aha.” This week I had an epiphany about Epiphany, and here it is. The story of the Wise Men is not just a quaint tale about three unusual people finding the baby Jesus. This story is really the story of all of us and our journey in search of Jesus. 
 
We may not wear kingly costumes with cockeyed crowns, but we might be willing to admit that we’re “wise guys” on a search to find Jesus. We’re all on the journey, and the spiritual life has often been described with the image of a journey. In the process we stumble along, uncertain, with not much to guide us but our own wits and a glimmering star.
 
During the Sundays of Advent Kelly Sasser introduced our children and us to the various characters in the Nativity story. I wonder which ones we could easily identify with. We might try to identify with Mary and Joseph, but they seem a bit distant, with their leading roles. We might identify with the animals, standing around chewing our cud. But my guess is that it’s easiest to identify with the shepherds. They had a pretty clear role in the story. They had an angel come to them and with trumpet voice, who gave them very clear instructions: “Fear not, for to you is born this day in Bethlehem a Savior, who is Christ the Lord.” 
 
The shepherds got directions to the manger, and they were even serenaded with a song from the angel about what the birth meant: “Peace on earth, good will to all.” They got to the manger and found it exactly as they were told. No surprises. The shepherds had it rather easy.
 
But with the kings, it was different. The kings are seekers. They didn’t know where they were going, and they didn’t have a road map for directions. Their only guide was a star, so they have to travel by night, not day. They are manipulated by Herod, and they become unwitting accomplices in the terrible slaughter of the innocent boy babies. 
Herod was so threatened that he wanted to get rid of all boy babies who might grow up to challenge his authority.
 
The star stopped over the manger, and the kings arrive. They rejoiced at the birth; they were filled with joy, the story says. But then they quickly hightail it out of there and go home by another road to get around Herod. That’s the last we hear from them. We have the sense that darkness and danger lurk around the edges for them. (from Fr. David McBriar, Love in a Paper Sack)
 
To me it seems clear that the kings represent every Christian’s journey. We might like the simplicity and directness of the shepherds, but the kings are restless, struggling, seeking. But the important thing is that they showed up. They got there. Despite the hardships, the “dangers, toils, and snares” (as the hymn says, they got there. They showed up.
 
Someone has said that showing up is the main thing. 
Sometimes we have to go through depression, lethargy, obstacles, and grief in order to get here. But like the kings, our job is to show up.
 
In his poem “The Journey of the Magi,” T.S. Eliot speaks of the restless kings:
 
	A cold coming we had of it.
	Just the worst time of the year for a journey,
	And such a long journey:
	The ways deep and the weather sharp,
	The very dead of winter…
	And the night fires going out, and the lack of shelter
	And the cities hostile and the towns unfriendly
	And the villages dirty and charging high prices;
	A hard time we had of it.
	At the end we preferred to travel all night,
	Sleeping in snatches,
	With the voices singing in our ears, saying
	This is all folly.
 
 
We too can be cynical about the journey. A few days ago I saw again one of those bumper stickers that says, “Wise men still seek him.” But the bumper sticker doesn’t say that seeking him is difficult. The kings knew that, and you and I know that. (David McBriar) But even though the seeking was difficult, the three kings showed up. 
 
Someone said that 90 percent of the task is showing up. What helped the kings to show up? They were probably not highly religious people. But they were curious. Their curiosity led them to be seekers. They loved the question so much that they were willing to follow a crazy star through the night. They were willing to look foolish. They were willing to go against the culture. They were willing to show up at the feet of the Prince of Peace, rather than bow to the demands of the military ruler Herod. And when they needed to go back home, they did not go by Herod’s government palace; they went home by another way.
 
Something happened to the kings that that changed them. Somehow God’s light broke through to them. The Epiphany happened, all because they were willing to follow a star and show up. And they showed up together, as a group, a little community. “Where two or three are gathered,” Jesus said, “I am in your midst.” 
 
We are a lot like the kings. Our search is not in the bright light of noontime. We too are more often stumbling along by flickering starlight or candlelight. When we think we’re almost there, the road turns, or we have to be tested by Herod, who also wants our loyalty. We too may have to go home by another way. But the goodness lies in sticking together and showing up, even if we drag into the presence of God, hungry and weary. But at least, we are showing up.
 
That means that God has a chance to turn the light our way, until in the dark, we are led to the light. Through the dark, the light begins to shine
 
When God’s wild newness happens, the least we can do is show up.
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